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ProTrac and Kits for
wholesalers
Building a hydraulic hose kit for a customer
One of the tasks that causes inventory to be out of
step with reality, has to do with creating a kit.
Whether you sell a kit once a week or 20 times a
day, if your system cannot work with kits then
your inventory will be off.
Every wholesaler who handles kits has some
collection of parts that are
Made into a product
Put into a box for some special service work
Put together to sell off several items with
one item on the invoice.
ProTrac handles all of these processes
This brochure is for a standard Kit where you
always have the same items with labor for the kit,
this is called our “K” KIT. The kit has a hydraulic
hose and two ends in the kit. This keeps the
process very simple.
ProTrac can handle much more complicated kits.
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ProTrac offers you two different ways for you to handle your hose assembly sales. The first is to use a kit
and build the hoses as a part of the order process. These kits would not have to be built prior to making
the sale. During the sales
order process, if you sell a kit
that is not on hand and
available, ProTrac will drop
down the box that asks if you
want to pick the kits that have
just been ordered.
If you say yes the next screen
will come up with the kit that
you sold.

This screen gives you a
chance to review the kit that
has been sold and to have a
pick ticket sent to the
warehouse to pick and
assemble this hose.
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If you tell ProTrac that you want to pick the kits: A pick ticket is created for just the Kit items. The kit pick ticket, is used to pull and assemble the required number of kits for this order. When the kits are
complete then you would release the pick ticket for the entire order, which would include the newly
assembled kits.
The Pick Ticket for
the Kit is telling the
warehouse that it
needs 50 foot of 1”
hose
10 hose connectors –
one at each end
And there is some
labor involved to
ensure the proper
cost.

The invoice on the
right has listed the
kit and the
components of that
kit.
ProTrac has only
priced the kit itself
and not the
individual parts.
You have options on
how a kit is
displayed and
priced on the
invoice.
This keeps your
customer from
coming back and
saying that they can
get the connectors
cheaper.
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THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS: This was designed to let you create kits in advance or to create a large
number of the same hose assembly. For this example you are going to assemble 10 hoses and put them on
the shelf.
ProTrac helps you track the inventory even when it has been pulled and is being assembled. The top
display shows you your inventory position, prior to creating and releasing an Assembly Order, to be
picked and created. The second display is the assembly order that has been created to pre-assemble 10
hoses for Mobil Repair.

The Assembly process was started by creating a Bill of Material for this hose assembly

The Gulf 10’ x 1” Bill of material was brought in from that file. At this
time no inventory has been pulled or inventory changed. When I release
this process an assembly order will be created and the inventory moved
from On hand and Available to the Assembly process.
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This display indicates
that 10 units have been
pulled and placed into
the Assembly Process.
Note the total On Hand
Value at cost for this
product. There are 90
hose connectors On
Hand, 80 available for
sale, and 10 in the AO
(Assembly Process)

This display indicates
that this Assembly order
has been released for
assembly.
Once the 10 hoses have
been assembled they
will be finished in the
Assembly Process by
selecting Finish.
At that time if you have
had to add or subtract
any parts or pieces from
the assembly it can be
done before it is
released.
When you release the
drop down will appear
and you click the yes
button and the
transaction is complete.

Once you have created an Assembly Order this is the document that the warehouse uses to create 10 hose
kits.
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When the assembly is released the
hose connectors inventory file is
updated and it now shows that
there are 80 hose connectors on
hand and available for sale. The
Assembly Order has been cleared.

The assembly order has added 10 –
10 foot hoses with connectors into the
Gulf 10’ X 1” inventory item record.
An order can be taken for the
completed item. All of the costs have
been moved to this inventory file and
it has its own cost and sell price.

The above kit is designed for building a product like a hose or any standard unit where there are a set
number of products including labor. We also have a 2nd Kit process for putting together a kit for doing
service work on site. To Repair a machine, truck, or other larger unit in the field, the service tech might
have to take along a hydraulic kit, electronic repair kit, or any gathering of pieces and parts that is unique to
a specific truck or task. This Kit can be set up to price the individual items on the invoice or just the Kit
itself.
Fasteners
If you bring in bulk fasteners and have those fasteners put into 5lb and 10 lb containers, ProTrac’s Kit
process is designed for that task.
Large Kits
ProTrac’s Kit process can be used to build large equipment
If you have a special or unique kit, send us the parts including the price of the unit and the cost of the items
that make up that unit. We will work to put it into our kit program and show you how easy it is to keep the
unit and your inventory under control.
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